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Enjoy your way into one of the craziest beat'em ups! Be a helper soul, take your weapon and destroy everything on
your path!

This is a BETA build currently. Content is being added constantly! So please bring me your feedback to improve more
this experience.

NOT FOR SENSITIVE PLAYERS!
________________________________________________________________

Kally was once known as a lonely girl, without family and friends. Maybe that was the reason... she died.

Now Kally has found out she is in hell, where darkness is everywhere and horrendous creatures want to devour her.

She meets a new companion: Eerik, who died in strange circumstances and was apparently locked in jail.

The Grim Reaper appeared, and Kally and Eerik thought it was over and that Death-himself was taking their souls with him.
But Eerik caught Grim Reaper off-guard, stole his scythe, and gave it to Kally.

After an intense fight, Eerik cut off the head of Grim Reaper and decided to bring it with them as proof of their strength.

Death's head tells them that in order to escape and go back on earth among the living, they must take down the supreme
king...

And he is on top of the hills...
Inside a huge castle guarded by demonic creatures!
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There awaits the darkest adventure of our lives!

This rooms are magic portals, any door could bring you anywhere, where you gonna go?

¿ How long can you survive ?
____
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Title: The Eerie Adventures Of Kally
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
DS
Publisher:
DS
Release Date: 31 May, 2018
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This game... Is AMAZING!. Games are hard to make, I know that. but having an almost broken multiplayer
which 1: Doesn't work (at lest for me) and 2: Not being user friendly. I know this just came out but, for it
o get delayed and not working is not an excuse. Aside of the multyplayer not working the voice acting it's eh
and the gameplay is ok.

6/10 -it's underdeveloped (for a delayed game). Played on old computer with disc.On steam cannot use joy stick ,only key
board.Contorls sloppy, no pilot view like before never saw enemy fighters till late .Asking for money back.Compared to game
on old computer 0 out of 10.. Reaseacrch all the free music makers first for chiptunes and you'll find this the most hasle free
paid software to make chiptunes that's easy to use. Also, I have Audacity (Freeware) to handle more complcated mixing like
voice or other wavs from other programs. Audacity will also export as a mp3.. Gamersworst
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Very nice route. Pretty similar to Albula (those routes actually connect so you can have both as one combined route thanks to
workshop merger) but this one is a little easier to comprehend. There are some more straight parts, more open spaces. It is still a
very high mountain route with a lot of slow curves, tunnels and bridges.

I like the stop on request feature which adds little life to the route. There are also roads with vehicles around. For me Albula
even though a real life route, still looks a bit insane, more like a roller-coaster. Therefore I would recommend Bernina over
Albula although both of these routes are beatiful and very well made.

Only one flaw which I noticed are signals at the end of some stations - even though the switch is set to turn, they show no
restricted speed. Not sure why. The speed limits on the route are nicely marked so it is possible to drive it hudeless without even
taking a lot of notes. I think there is one flawed marker (leaving Alp Gruem to the south) but it's just a detail.

The Allegra is nicely modelled. Physics is OK. Driving with automatic speed controll is pretty easy so the experience is quite
relaxing. The route might seem short (~50km) but due to low driving speeds it feels much longer than that. The whole journey
on combined routes (Albula+Bernina) from Thusis to Poschiavo takes more than 2 hours and a half. Hopefully the route will be
extended futher down to Italy in future.. I guess it gets old pretty quickly, and it lacks the upgrade stages of some Tower
Defense games like Bloons TD but there are quite a few more itemsand towers to use in the game anyway. It also has an
interesting challnege of how different items specifically suit/fit different maps, which brings another interesting element of
chalenge to the game (something the game desperately needs more of). Sounds and voices in the game get a bit annoying too,
and the game is certainly over priced when not on sale, but I guess it's a fun little toy.. Gameplay amounts to purchasing units
with slowly accumulating gold and placing them into a portal to spawn out into one of the available lanes. Units march down the
lane and fight the enemies they run into. If they get to the end of the lane, they attack the enemy base. First base to run out of
health loses.

This is a fine premise, and I could see a great game made off that base, but this one isn't it. I spent most of my time watching
units march and accumulating a gold pile to pop out several units at once, and otherwise watched the fights. Most fights started
you in the best high vantage point you were going to get; there is no top down view or flying available. You can teleport down
among your units and look, but the models only really have one fighting animation each. This makes the fights inside the lanes
look soulless and mechanical.

There isn't enough 'game' here to be fun, and it isn't lively enough to be eye candy either.. this game isn't bad, but it isn't good..
It has bugs and the gameplay isn't worth the money it costs.. this game sucks its so complicated the grafics wont even show up
this game suck so much 0 stars

Release!:
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Today we have a release of the good platform Fox and Bunny. 15% discount!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1075790/Fox_and_Bunny/. Hunt down the powerful artifact to save the world!:

Amid the turmoil of war, the Alliance has given Agent Walker a mission of the utmost importance – track down and destroy the
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mythical Spear of Destiny before a sinister enemy can use its supernatural power to turn the tide of war and conquer the world!

The year is 1942, and the Europe is in flames. In the midst of the grim war, an mystical artifact known as the Spear of Destiny
has been discovered, and it's believed to have the power to change the destiny of the war. Some believe the Spear to be nothing
more than a larger-than-life myth, but neither side wants to make the mistake of dismissing its paranormal power, so a desperate
race to uncover the truth about the relic begins.

To complete her mysterious mission, Agent Walker will have to cross the grim battlegrounds of France while facing death,
destruction, and hidden puzzles every step of the way. But with so much at stake, there's no turning back. Agent Walker will put
on her detective hat and search for the location of the mysterious relic while solving puzzles and tackling obstacles. Of course,
there's a sinister spy among the members of the Alliance who will stop at nothing to thwart the protagonist. Will she succeed, or
is mankind already doomed?

Agent Walker launches with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/497580

. Firepower II™ Just Released!:
Firepower II™ is now available for: Steam, iOS, Google Play, Mac, Amazon, and OUYA

Firepower II (1983): is the re-charged sequel to Firepower produced by Williams®. It was designed by Mark Ritchie with art
drawn by Constantino Mitchell and Jeanine Mitchell. Warp into a thrilling outer space battle on this classic table with exciting
features like the double scoring two ball multiball. Spell FIREPOWER to score big and earn Extra Balls and Specials. Complete
the open Left Ramp shot to earn Mystery scores. And master the tough Left Orbit shot to lock in your Bonus. Firepower II, "the
legend lives on."
https://youtu.be/uVhAabSDMG8

With this release we've introduced a number of improvements and fixes to Steam, and Mobile.

General

The Dr Who ball pack visuals have been updated on iOS.
Special button scaling on iOS has been updated.

Black Knight

The table is now emulated.
This change is not yet available for iOS. An update will be out soon to address this.

Terminator 2

Fixed the video mode camera not returning to the normal camera in some cases.

Champion Pub

Fixed the 30 jumps goal incorrectly awarding if you had "30" in your score.

Cirqus Voltaire

Fixed the Sideshow goal never triggering.

Paragon

Fixed instructions on pages 31 and 32.
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Wipe Out

Fixed the ball getting stuck after it is taken off of the conveyor belt.
Several textures were updated.

[/list]
. Update 22751:
We're trying new stability enhancements.

We will probably keep putting versions up in the next day or so to test or fix various stability problems. Sorry for the
inconvenience.

-Headshots
. Celebrate the feast of love on UB:

Hello everyone !

We are February 14th, world day of Love and Spiel: Take part in our Pick-up Line's event until the end of the month!

■ Pick-up line's Day. Patch Notes for v0.9.7.1:

Version 0.9.7.1 Patch Notes. Lunar New Year Update:

34% Off and Two New Maps. Meet our new game Who's In the Box?!:
On FRIDAY the 13th always happens something STRANGE. You found A MYSTERIOUS BOX in your garage. There is
SOMEONE in it! It makes you do THINGS! Do you want to find out WHO'S IN THE BOX? Then check it out and let us know
what you think!

WonderBox Games Team
http://store.steampowered.com/app/823710/Whos_in_the_Box/. Patch Notes: v0.2.1:
Here's a minor patch for you guys, thanks for the feedback about the Steam offline mode bugs:

-fixed bug where all characters were not selectable when Steam is offline
-made unlocked characters available offline
-fixed the start timer going 2x as fast when you disconnect from a high ping match and get a new match
-fixed bug where your character was deselected when joining an invitational match
-added option in Graphics menu for mouse players to enable the gamepad's laser pointer for aiming
-nerfed Polly's rocket blast knockback a bit
-possibly fixed Dodgebot's issue where he gets stuck trying to pick up a ball when he's full on balls
-updated dodgebot's info slides. Version 1.2.0 (17 December 2014):
New big update available now!

The first big thing is a brand new shelter!
From now on, each time you begin your story, you'll have a chance to start in the new building.
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The second new feature is the choice of the starting group of characters.
You will have bigger influence on shaping your story of civilians in war, making it more challenging or even giving it a totally
new perspective. Please keep in mind that you have to play at least once to unlock this option.

Improvements and tweaks:

Some locations were enhanced

Some animations were improved

NPC behaviors were improved

---------------------------------------------------------

Fixes and balancing:

Fixed screen resolution and refresh rate detection problem, which caused black screen and / or computer freeze on
Windows

Fixed black screen issue on Linux and OSX 10.6.8

Improved game stability based on crashdumps sent by players

Fixed a bug with blocked container icons in the shelter

Fixed a bug with blocked access to crafting menu (icon disappearing or not responding)

Fixed a bug with the civilian becoming stuck in cover after being shot

Fixed a bug with wrong number of civilians in the shelter simultaneously

Extremely exhausted civilian will now lay on the floor instead of standing blocked after returning from scavenge

The civilian who went to help neighbours on the last day of the war will now have a proper description in the epilogue

Crafting cancel will return some of the resources now

Civilians or NPCs should no longer pass through closed doors during a fight

Eating Raw Food and Vegetables together is now equal to eating a cooked meal or canned food

Quality Rollups price was fixed
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